Vertical Applications for Tile and Stone

LATAPOXY® 310 Cordless Mixer
LATAPOXY 310 Cordless Mixer is a dual component cordless mixer that quickly and easily dispenses LATAPOXY 310 Stone Adhesive onto ceramic tile, porcelain and stone veneers. Hundreds of square metres can be installed per day with less effort and greater success.

335 Premium Flexible Adhesive
335 Premium Flexible Adhesive is a high performance thin-bed adhesive for installing a wide range of types of tiles and stone including low absorption ceramic tile, porcelain tile, natural and manufactured stone using thin-set method of installation.

4-XLT
4-XLT is a multi-use, polymer fortified adhesive mortar built on the new LATICRETE Water Dispersion Technology (WDT) platform. WDT provides for the complete dispersion of water within the mix allowing users to achieve the desired application consistency. 4-XLT offers tremendous utility including non-sag wall installations, medium bed build-up of up to 19mm and thin-set applications of floors.

4237 Latex Additive with 211 Crete Filler Powder
4237 Latex Additive is a specially designed additive for use with 211 Crete Filler Powder to make a high strength latex thin bed and medium bed adhesive up to 15 mm bed thickness. For installing all types of tile, stone and agglomerates. Guaranteed proven performance and increased productivity.

HYDRO BAN®
HYDRO BAN is a thin, load-bearing waterproofing and anti-fracture membrane that does not require the use of fabric in the field, coves or corners. HYDRO BAN is a single component self-curing liquid rubber polymer that forms a flexible, seamless waterproofing membrane. HYDRO BAN bonds to a wide variety of substrates including copper, steel, stainless steel and PVC plumbing fixtures.

PERMACOLOR® Grout
PERMACOLOR Grout offers the maximum performance available in a cement-based grout, providing consistent colour and antimicrobial protection to resist stain-causing mould and mildew. PERMACOLOR Grout is easy to install — just mix with water.

LATASIL™
A high-performance 100% silicone sealant for treating joints on interior or exterior applications that won’t stain stone or tile.

Visit www.laticrete.com.au for more information
LATICRETE offers a wide range of proven solutions for interior or exterior tile and stone installations in both residential and commercial applications. The LATICRETE System is designed to increase your productivity and increase your profits while protecting your name and reputation. Put your trust in the leader with over 50 years of experience — LATICRETE.

- LATICRETE® products are industry accepted, code approved and backed by 100% labour and materials system warranties, thereby assuring a successful installation each and every time.

- LATICRETE membranes, adhesives, grouts, and sealants are weather resistant and freeze/thaw stable.

4-XLT provides non-sag performance even on large format stone. Ideal for small wall tile, provides adjustability, non-sag performance and resists mould and mildew.

**SPOT BONDING for Vertical Applications**

LATAPOXY® 310 Stone Adhesive and the LATAPOXY Cordless Mixer provide unmatched speed for permanent interior or exterior vertical tile or stone installations. You can install over 100 m² per day with ease and accuracy; no cutting kerfs, drilling or mechanical clipping needed.

Take on that next vertical cladding job without the headaches associated with complicated traditional labour intensive methods like mortar, plaster and wire, or mechanical anchors. You can triple your productivity, reduce labour costs and work easier with LATAPOXY 310 Stone Adhesive. It is building code approved for cladding applications by the ICC and backed by a LATICRETE System Warranty*.

Approved by the TCNA for interior application methods, 215 and 260.

 Quickly and easily adjust stones; LATAPOXY® 310 Stone Adhesive will not shrink or move — set it and forget it!

Exclusive cordless mixer applies the desired amount of LATAPOXY 310 Stone Adhesive without any hand mixing — just squeeze the trigger!

Strong permanent durable bond will not deteriorate over time and is shock resistant.

† See Data Sheet DS-1036 for complete product information. * See Data Sheet DS-1097 for complete warranty information.